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Welcome, football folks, to our coverage of 2019 College Football, Week 
1. Next week, NFL Week 1 will be presented along with College Football 
Week 2 and we’ll be off and running with our weekly task of “finding 
value,” which we don’t know is successful or not until the results are 
final. A lot of people – especially if they work for ESPN, or once worked 
for ESPN – think that “value” is merely “taking” +8, or +15, or +21. ‘Oh, 
they’re giving me points! What value!’ They have no idea what they are 
talking about. Any line can be value. A -10 favorite that wins by 11 is 
value. A -10 favorite that wins by 21 is value, too. Comfortable value. 

We want to be on sides that cover the spread by a lot, because it steers 
clear of bad officiating, bad play-calling, and bad execution of plays by 
players. We can’t use any of that as excuses. Got ‘screwed’ by a bad 
referee call, or non-call? Hey, it happens, sometimes many times in any 
given game. Can’t complain. Gotta be on the sides that can withstand 
bad input from the turkeys in striped uniforms who, unfortunately, have 
some percentage of influence over these proceedings. The thing that 
burns me the most when watching a football game is the instant make-
up call. That’s when the entire world knows that a team was wronged by 
a bad call or non-call on the previous play. I always say to myself, “Here 
comes a holding call on this snap!” Often, I am right. Basically, the refs are 
saying, ‘We stink. Therefore, to be fair, we’ll make more stink.’ Sometimes, 
the ball gets moved by penalties farther than it does by players. To me, 
this is the sign of a bad product, and less and less value in return for our 
time spent watching and listening. But that’s one of the reasons we evolve 
into betting on the games. The mounting rules, the mounting number of 
infractions, the mounting number of replay waits, the mounting number 
of weather delays, the mounting number of long commercial breaks, the 
really bad announcers who flap their gums and say mindless things, all 
combine to create bad telecasts that can only be made better by the 
challenge of becoming enriched by the eventual results. 

College Football kicked off with two games this past Saturday and one 
of them featured teams – Hawaii and Arizona – that have been basically 
death to their backers over the last three seasons, losing -$1,540 and 
-$1,230 on $100 flat-bets in that span (see Zone Blitz 2019, page 121). 
Somebody had to depart from their usual losing ways and cover the 
spread. It was Hawaii. Arizona lost outright as the favorite despite getting 
6 turnovers (for a +4 TO Margin) and having its quarterback run for 108 
yards on 13 carries while passing for 361 more. Hawaii turned it over 6 
times but still owned Time of Possession 37:56 to 22:04. Have you ever 

seen a team commit 6 turnovers but still be given enough time to gain 31 
first downs? Only a bad team can lose with stats like that. The Mildcats!

Well, it’s starting. The annual references to college football true fresh-
men quarterbacks are here. It’s like in the NFL, where sportswriters are 
obsessed with rookie quarterbacks and their passing stats. Check out 
this sentence, revolving around Auburn’s quarterback. Look how many 
times this clown mentioned “freshman” in one paragraph: 

“...It will be the first time in his head coaching career that Malzahn — 
who has retaken over play-calling duties this year — has started a fresh-
man quarterback to open a season, and it will be the first time Auburn 
has started a true freshman at quarterback in Week 1 during the modern 
era… Nix becomes just the second true freshman in Auburn history to 
start a season opener at quarterback… He will be the eighth quarterback 
in program history to make his first start as a true freshman....”

Big whoop! Is he trying to suggest that this is “historic?” That we should 
all pause and feel the chill running up and down our spine? Sorry, not 
gonna happen. Consider, folks, that there are 130 FBS teams. You could 
count up the number of “true freshmen” starting quarterbacks in history 
for each and every one of them if you wanted to. But you wouldn’t want 
to, unless you’re a… what’s the word? There’a word, but I don’t want 
to get all nasty this early in the season. We’ve got winners to pick by 
seeing through all this trivial material that is distracting enough without 
spending time complaining about it, and the people who compile it. On 
our home page at sportsreporter.com, all the links have been refreshed 
under the middle-column heading of “Current Event Resource Links.” 
These include links to all conference home pages, where links to indi-
vidual schools’ football pages can be accessed. There is plenty of extra 
info to be absorbed by drilling down and checking out what’s there. 
Many of the college team links provide the head coaches’ Monday or 
Tuesday press conference transcripts. Sure, you have to filter out the 
typical coachspeak that goes in circles without saying much, if anything. 
But sometimes they do, in fact, actually talk about significant stuff. The 
statistical links in the right column under “External Sources” with sub-
heads such as “College Football Stats” can also be very helpful. We can 
all use every little bit of assistance, as long as it’s not in the form of some 
sportswriter telling us that a team is “depleted” with injuries before its 
season opener, as the team is about go out and cover the game by three 
touchdowns! – Bobby Smith, Editor

COLLEGE FOOTBALL IS BACK!
Here’s how we see the action for 2019 Week 1...
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Football coaches are weird people. They get weirder every year. So 
many of them talk the same way, especially the newer ones ages 30-50. 
It’s as if these particular models have a microchip planted inside them, 
programmed to respond a specific way to certain questions. The software 
prevents them from using the word “I” to begin a sentence. It also forces 
them to say “kind of.” A lot. They can’t just say that they “do” something. 
They have to say, “We kind of do this.” If you don’t believe me, then 
pay attention to what they say on television. Read the articles. I’m not 
making this up just to be funny! In a press conference last Tuesday, Ohio 
State head coach Ryan Day said “kind of” 12 times! “Lane Kiffin is kind 
of innovative in terms of what he’s doing over there.”… “The numbers 
kind of favor the defense as you get tighter down into the red zone.”… 
“I can’t wait for these guys to start playing to kind of see where we’re 
at.” … “There’s going to be jitters, and then the guys kind of fall into their 
training.” Day, age 40, hadn’t even coached his first game yet! Imagine 
how many times he’ll say “kind of” after he gets one full season under his 
belt? Day’s interviewers actually said “kind of” 10 times in questions! This 
kind of (ah, see what I did there?) behavior is trickling down to the players, 
too, who have morphed into speech patterns that are very similar to those 
of the coaches. They’re all on their way to becoming a separate species 
of super-zombie. Because the head coaches make so much money, their 
children will never have to work. You think people complain a lot about the 
1% controlling the wealth in this country? Well, if the sports of NFL and 
College Football are allowed to continue and don’t get shut down by PETA 
(wait, what?), coaching families will eventually ascend into that highest 
of economic range. Head coach’s daughters will marry lazy opportunists 
who sit around and do nothing, and before the coaches retire they’ll hire 
their sons to be quality control assistants, who eventually move up the 
ladder and become $8 million-a-year head coaches themselves by “kind 
of” following in their fathers’ footsteps, perpetuating this rather sick cycle 
into the next century. Generations of them will live together on lavish 
compounds. Some of them will be persuaded to get into politics because 
of their electability via high visibility and strong winning percentages. Go 
ahead, laugh now. Just you wait and see.

Head coaches probably say “kind of” because they’ve trained them-
selves to be so secretive about everything. When they suddenly notice 
that they are going against their beliefs by saying something truthful 
while answering a question or giving an explanation, they suddenly have 
to stop and say “kind of,” as their way of installing some semblance of 
secrecy into the scenario. I mean, these guys can’t even tell the media 

or fans what their planned quarterback rotation will be in an exhibition 
game! What can they possibly gain by not identifying who their starting 
quarterback will be in a pre-season game? Nothing! The result means 
nothing from a competitive standpoint! During the August week, they 
say, or at least seem to say, that their pre-ordained #1 quarterback, and 
many presumed starters will play. Then, on exhibition game-day, they 
don’t play! At all! What’s the point of the charade? To practice being 
secretive? That must be it! These guys are loco. And then, one of them 
who was literally very sick recently, Liberty head coach Hugh Freeze, 
was coaching from a hospital bed upstairs in their home stadium’s 
coaches’ booth on Saturday! It’s getting weirder every week. Although, 
who am I to make fun of Freeze? Three years ago at this time, I spent 
three weeks writing Sports Reporter football projections from a hospital 
bed, in a hospital. I must be nutty in the head, too! At least my sick-bed 
picks won, unlike Freeze’s team, which got shut out. Hey, I kicked that 
$1.2 million-a-year coach’s butt!

According to most of these current coaches, their players no longer partici-
pate in “games.” There are 12 or 16 “opportunities in front of them.” Well, 
hey, we can look at it that way, too! There are 256 NFL opportunities in front 
of us, and about 785 more college football opportunities. Of course, we’ll 
pass on the vast majority of them. Our task is to seize the right side in at 
least 60% of the opportunities we tackle. Let the NFL opportunities begin!

Unfortunately Not-Good Sportswriter of the Week
Headline: “Buffalo Bills looking to make history Thursday night.”
Story: “If Buffalo can knock off Minnesota, the Bills will mark their first 
undefeated preseason in franchise history…”

So, let’s attempt to get this straight. If the Bills go 4-0, then it’s consid-
ered history. But if they go 3-1, then it’s not considered history? It never 
happened? I’m confused. But wait. Here is the beginning of the bio for 
the alleged sportswriter who gave the world this melodramatic clickbait: 
“I’m passionate about telling compelling stories. I studied journalism at 
Syracuse University…” 

Wait! Stop! That’s all I needed to know! It makes perfect sense, now! Syra-
cuse University rejected my application out of high school, for which I am 
forever grateful. Had they accepted me, I’d have been trained to spend 
my life writing or broadcasting like a danged fool, with credentials to call it 
“journalism.” -- Bobby Smith, Editor

We Have NFL Action!
5-1-1 in College Football kickoff issues, now...
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MORE BEST BET ACTION INSIDE!
BEST BET underdogs power 4-1 NFL Week One

Besides the okay start to NFL season, there was also a lousy college 
football Saturday. Not duckin’ that. Week Twos are tricky. You also don’t 
want to assume that somebody who got thrashed Week 1 is really as bad 
as they looked, or that the winner is really as good as it looked. It’s way 
too soon for that. Also, coaches are still evaluating starting positions. 
It can play tricks with your decision-making. Here comes NFL Week 2, 
after a Week 1 that planted many “Hey, these guys are great!” and “Hey, 
these teams really stink!” seeds in people’s heads. We’ll see. Sometimes 
in the NFL, a worst effort is followed by a best. And vice-versa.

Speaking of Best and Worst… of all the “Best Three-Year” College Foot-
ball ATS role pointspread teams listed in our Zone Blitz, page 119, only 
three of them were in action in those roles in College Football Week 1. 
Oklahoma, one of the best Home Favorites, promptly failed to cover in 
front of a national audience vs. Houston. Northwestern, the absolute best 
three-season Road Underdog (8-0 ATS), also failed to cover, at Stanford. 
They botched an offensive play on the final snap of the game and got 
it returned for a touchdown against them, which killed the spread. That 
wasn’t the first time a final-play opposing defensive score to cover the 
spread has happened against Northwestern. Ohio State did it against 
them a few years ago. There have been other “improbable” late-fourth 
quarter Northwestern foul-ups that have snatched defeat from the jaws 
of pointspread victory. Northwestern, you may remember, was a school 
involved in a college football point-shaving scandal -- with intentional 
fumbles -- 21 years ago. And these kids were at the forefront of wanting 
to be paid for playing football in college!

Anyway, the point isn’t about the possibility of shaving. The point is that 
three-year best and worst pointspread records do not mean much when 
a bettor is dealing with the here and now. The third of the three “Best” 
teams in Week 1 was Wisconsin. The Badgers were among the best 
three-season Road Favorites prior to their game against South Florida. 
We’ve done studies that have shown that going the opposite way of the 
three-season Best and Worst ATS role teams can show a profit by the end 
of the season. But you can’t be completely blind about this when you’re 
playing with real money. You should always have to know the styles, 
strengths and weaknesses of the teams involved. Leveraged against the 
line, that’s the most important factor in decision-making. The Wisconsin-
South Florida contest looked like a mismatch at Wisconsin, -11. It was an 

excellent running offense against a lousy run defense, and the excellent 
running team was playing down in conference class. It was a BEST BET, 
Wisconsin in our paper. We weren’t about to let the Badgers’ good three-
season ATS record as road chalk deter us from picking them as a road 
favorite simply because in the big picture, many teams regress against 
the spread in these roles. Making decisions based on multi-season 
cumulative pointspread records might lead people to some winners, 
because 98% of the time, a spread side is destined to either win, or 
lose! It’s not like there are five or six different scenarios here. But whether 
they win, lose or tie on bets based on so-called “information” like this, 
people who attempt to use an with an ATS trend as leverage without 
knowing anything about the teams do themselves no favors. They’re not 
learning anything about those teams’ styles, strengths or weaknesses. 
They’re basically leveraging air, making a guess that will be either lucky 
or unlucky. And if they know the styles, strengths and weaknesses but 
nevertheless yield to the ATS record as the key factor in the decision, 
well, as a famous TV clown once said, “That’s a Bozo No-No!”

In College Football Week 2, there were seven “Best” three-season ATS 
role teams in action from the lists on Zone Blitz page 119. They went 
1-6 ATS. BYU, one of the best road underdogs, was the only “trend” that 
stuck. I put “trend” in quotes because I don’t consider these things to be 
trends. I consider them to be just things. Trivia, mostly.

After two College weekends, the overall three-season Worst pointspread 
teams from page 121 of the Zone Blitz are 9-11 ATS, which, although 
losing, is a stronger winning percentage than the group posted from 
2016-18. The overall three-season Best teams are 6-3 ATS. It’s early.

*   *   *   *   *
SMU head coach Sonny Dykes cited some ATS material in his press 
conference last Tuesday after the Mustangs’ Week 1 road win at Arkansas 
State: “There were only three road underdogs in all of college football 
that won, and we were one of them.” I wonder if Sonny will reference the 
Mustangs’s spread dominance as a home favorite vs. North Texas this 
past Saturday? Wink-wink. It warmed our hearts to see North Texas get 
destroyed. Don’t lose bowl games 50-to-something while unprepared 
because you’re interviewing for other jobs, coach Littrell! Here’s to more 
losses for you! -- Bobby Smith, Editor
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A College SUPER BEST BET!
Eleven picks for a big, upcoming weekend including

Regular sportswriters get bashed often enough in this space, so it’s only 
fair to cite something positive that appeared on espn.com that was ac-
tually useful and served to educate anyone who saw it, which is very 
unlike the vast majority of content that is seen and heard on television 
broadcasts or the Web site of the Worldwide Leader in Useless Drivel:

“Vaughn McClure, ESPN Staff Writer: Falcons went with 11 personnel 
(1 RB, 1 TE, 3 WR) on 51 of 67 plays vs. Vikings... For those wondering 
about the two tight end look, Falcons went 12 personnel (1 RB, 2 TE) 
and 22 personnel (2 RB, 2 TE) on 10 plays combined. Falling behind 
21-0 meant more passing and more three-wide to try and stage come-
back. OC Dirk Koetter admitted maybe he should have went one more 
play in 11 personnel on the goal line instead of the big package with 6 
OL, 2 RB, 2 TE. Two plays in that package led to a Matt Ryan INT in the 
end zone and a one-yard loss by Ito Smith.”

Scoreboard situations matter! They dictate how an offense lines up, and 
what plays are called. It was highly unusual to see this highlighted on the 
espn Web site, where the typical content is something like:

‘Going into their opener vs. Florida, the Miami Hurricanes have a 1% 
chance of making the College Football Playoff…’ – ESPN Analytics

Physical violence should never be advocated. But people who constant-
ly waste the public’s time by making up and then posting garbage like 
that should at least be subjected to some sort of punishment. Maybe 
they can be sentenced to a period of mental cruelty, by being locked in a 
room and forced to read a never-ending scroll of their own “nuggets” of 
space-wasting information until they curl up into the fetal position, break 
down and cry, vowing to never again cite anything from ESPN Analytics 
or ESPN Stats and Info, while working to sabotage and destroy those 
departments from the inside moving forward. 

Anyway, Vaughn McClure will probably get fired for attempting to educate 
people instead of posting garbage. Atlanta going three-wide more than 
80% of the time in their season opener – a passing formation that tips off 
the defense and weakens most attempts at running – is a very welcomed 
piece of information. One of the in-game goals of any team is to take the 
other side away from its preferred methods of operation, one of which is 

offensive balance. Minnesota accomplished this goal, with help from the 
Falcons’ own boo-boos, rather quickly. But back home in Atlanta against 
the Eagles, where it figured to go much differently because Atlanta is a 
competent team, the Falcons were able to run it on 5 of 10 opening-drive 
plays for a field goal. Well, that was different! However, they must have 
realized that they couldn’t beat the Eagles by sticking to this balanced 
play selection, because eventually Atlanta’s Run-Pass split was only 17-
43. They’ll probably need to run it more frequently, and better, to keep 
winning. Not saying they can’t, but we shall see.

You hear broadcasters refer to different offensive packages by num-
ber more frequently these days: 11 personnel, 21 personnel, etc. Some 
viewers may not understand what they are referring to, so let’s sum-
marize with this little table. The first of the two-digit numbers always 
refers to the number of running backs, while the second always refers 
to the number of tight ends. Thus, “12 Personnel is 1 running back, 2 

Pkg RB TE WR

00 0 0 5

01 0 1 4

02 0 2 3

10 1 0 4

11 1 1 3

12 1 2 2

13 1 3 1

20 2 0 3

21 2 1 2

22 2 2 1

23 2 3 0

tight ends. The number of wide receivers is left off the 
name of the package, basically because with seven 
allowed on the offensive line and the number of tight 
ends specified via the number, it’s a given.

On page 40 of Sports Reporter’s 2019 Zone Blitz, we 
asked the question: ‘Who dares ride the weird trains 
pulling out of Oakland, San Francisco and Arizona?’ 
Those three teams had the worst NFL three-season 
ATS (against the spread) percentages next to Cleve-
land before this season began. They went 3-0 ATS 
in Week, then 2-1 ATS in Week 2. I’ll say it again: We 
don’t publish information like this to advocate betting 
with the so-called trend. We publish it to prove that 
in many instances, the so-called trend is not a trend, 
that the results are subject to change in the opposite 
direction. Not always. But sometimes. Ultimately, as 
you know from following us, it does change in the op-

posite direction. Hey, the season is still early and the Raiders, 49ers and 
Cardinals could go 0-42 ATS from now until the end. It’s also possible 
they’ll go 42-0 ATS f. Neither scenario is likely, which is why we take ‘em 
one week at a time, relying very little on past data from an ATS Won-
Loss ledger. -- Bobby Smith, Editor
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First Three Weekends

So, listen to this. On Saturday before the NFL Week 2 games, my butt-
head neighbor, who roots for the New York Jets, asked me to go out and 
watch the Browns/Jets Monday Night Football game with him at a sports 
bar. He said we’d get in the car at 7:45 pm on Monday. I don’t get out 
much anymore and was looking forward to the change in routine. Also, 
by watching the game at a bar with ambient noise blocking the sound 
of play-by-play and color commentary, I wouldn’t have to hear what the 
ESPN announcers were saying. Avoiding those two bozos would enhance 
the viewing experience immensely. Then, on Monday at 5 pm, I saw the 
guy out in the street and said, “7:45, right?” And he said, “Ah, I don’t want 
to watch the Jets without Darnold playing quarterback.” Hey, bud they’re 
5-12 since they drafted him! Why had you been watching at all?

He’d known that Darnold wasn’t playing when he asked me in the first 
place! If I hadn’t seen the SOB out in the street, I’d have been standing 
outside my house, waiting for him to not show up! That’s what I get for re-
lying on a guy who roots for a franchise that, among other moves through 
the ages that would have been candidates for Darwin Awards, selected 
a placekicker with its first pick in the 2005 draft. (Hey, maybe it was just 
a bad crop that year for, oh, I don’t know, quarterbacks, running backs, 
wide receivers, offensive linemen, defensive linemen, linebackers and de-
fensive backs? Yes, that must have been it!). And, they’ve never had their 
own stadium, despite playing in the nation’s largest market. These poor 
Jets fans had a choice when they made their original pick, you know what 

I mean? 

I had to watch the 
game at home to wit-
ness the only time in 
history that a Mon-
day Night Football 
home dog failed in 
every way, shape 
and form to respond 
to adversity, an ex-
perience made more 
miserable by the an-
nouncing team. If ev-
erybody drank a shot 

each time the two cucumbers referred to Baker Mayfield by first name only, 
the entire nation would have been hospitalized with alcohol poisoning. But 
at least they would have escaped the game! Mayfield threw a pass 10 yards 
to Odell Beckham, who ran 79 more yards into the end zone. Naturally, 
that was a cue for the goof squad to say, “What did that touchdown do for 
Baker Mayfield? It put him into #3 all time among quarterbacks for most 
yardage in their first 16 games!” The guy lobs a ball 10 yards, to an in-stride 
receiver who is faster than anyone else on the field, and it’s the quarterback 
who gets all that yardage tacked onto his list of so-called accomplish-
ments. I can’t take it anymore with all the quarterback worship. That game 
was the beginning of a forgettable week, which included Washington State 
(Midweek Update) leading by 32 points at home, very late in the third quar-
ter. I mean, seriously, at that point, we’ve done our job. I think anyone who 
lost with Washington State knows that. Strong pass offense against weak 
pass defense, and the mismatch is 49-17 in our favor with 18 minutes to 
play, home. Remember, folks. If you’re old enough to make bad decisions 
that blow a 32-point home lead on national TV in the wee small hours of the 
morning against an opponent averaging 14 ppg, you’re also old enough to 
vote. We need to raise the voting age to 21 again, and arrest, try, convict, 
fine and imprison coaches for perpetrating crimes against sensible football.

So, since it’s all about the quarterback (it’s not, but hey, I can play along), 
at left is a Quarterback Carnage Performance Chart that we’ll update 
and post periodically. The NFL makes all these rules to protect its pre-
cious, pretty-boy quarterbacks so that announcers can heap praises 
upon them, call them by their first names and marvel endlessly at their 
“big passing yards!” generated by the legs of broken-field runners while 
the quarterback stands and watches and his teammates tear their liga-
ments blocking. Despite all these rules, in Week 3 of this NFL season 
there were already eight new starting quarterbacks who’d replaced the 
original, intended starter. Five of the new starters were in that spot be-
cause of injuries. The NY Giants and Miami had to replace their starters 
due to stinky play, and the Jets had to replace theirs because, well, 
we’re all old enough to know how a person gets mono. Joe Namath 
never got mono! And if he did, he would have played with it! And thrown 
for 400 yards, 4 INTs and lost, but that’s another story. So far, in games 
started by the guy who wasn’t the original starter, NFL teams are 10-2 
ATS. If that doesn’t convince people that quarterbacks are overrated, I 
don’t know what else will! -- Bobby Smith, Editor

Pkg Intended #1 QB New Starter ATS WL

IND Bearded Andrew Luck Jacoby Brissett 3 0

JAX Slick Nick Foles Gardner Minshew 2 0

PIT Big Ben Mason Rudolph 1 0

NO “Big Passing Yards!” Brees Teddy Bridgewater 1 0

NYJ Saliva Sam Darnold Siemian/Falk 1 1

CAR Snappy Dresser Newton Kyle Allen 1 0

NYG Always Overrated Eli Daniel Jones 1 0

MIA FitzTragic Josh Rosen 0 1

Tot 25.0% of League’s #1s Next Man Up 10 2
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THE NATION’S BEST 
FOOTBALL FORECASTS!

I added Chase Dan-
iel to the list of new 
starting quarterbacks 
this week and in-
cluded Chicago’s win 
over Minnesota as 
one of the ATS results 
involving new start-
ing quarterbacks, be-
cause Mitch Trubisky 
was injured on the 
Bears’ first series 
against the Vikings. 
He did his team a 
favor as early as he 
possibly could by 
leaving and allowing 
somebody else to do 

his job for him. The teams on the Quarterback Carnage Performance Chart 
were 10-2 ATS with their new starter prior to last Sunday. They are now 16-4 
ATS, 80.0% winners. You know what? Football is a team game! There are 10 
other players on an offense besides the quarterback! They’re all trying hard 
and are very talented! Their teammates on defense and special teams are 
out there busting their tails, too, most of them engaging in contact on every 
play. It’s not all about “big passing yards!” by quarterbacks who get called 
by their first names by robotic announcers trying to overhype every second! 

Unfortunately, I somehow got myself on some email marketing lists. 
Therefore, I, get “newsletters” that supposedly have juicy handicapping 
tips. Like this half-baked plate, which I received last Monday:

“It’s important to remember how much weight the betting public puts into 
rankings, especially when it comes to unranked teams facing ranked teams. 
If an Average Joe sees a little No. 1 to 25 next to a team and the opponent 
doesn’t have a number next to their name, that’s all they need to know. No 
need to crunch numbers or analyze line movement. Just always back the 
ranked team against the unranked team. In theory, this makes sense be-
cause the ranked team is the “better” team. If only it were that easy. Sports-
books know that the public is obsessed with rankings and sets lines with this 

bias in mind, shading numbers toward the popular 
and higher ranked team. As a result, ranked teams 
are overpriced and buying low on unranked teams 
is a smart strategy because it allows brave con-
trarian bettors to capitalize on inflated lines and 
extract additional value… keep this trend in your 
back pocket… Be on the contrarian side and the 
sharp side… Your first inclination will be to bet on 
the ranked team, but in reality, it should be just the 
opposite… According to [Schmucko Sports] un-
ranked teams have gone 1,542-1,457 ATS against 
ranked teams since 2005 (51.4%). 

“Ranked teams are overpriced and buying low 
on unranked teams is a smart strategy?” May-
be, if you’re campaigning to be captain of the 
Jackass Betting Team. We all know 51.4% loses 
money. At the time this email was received, last 
week’s Top 25 teams were a combined 49-30 
ATS, 62% winners (see table at left). Sure, go 
ahead, bet against all the ranked teams with un-
ranked teams! You don’t want to win, right? You 
want to lose! You want to lose with South Flor-
ida, 49-0 to Wisconsin, just to prove how over-
priced ranked teams are. You want to lose with 
Maryland, 59-0 to Penn State because you’re a 
brave contrarian. You want to lose with Central 
Michigan, 61-0 to Wisconsin. You want to lose 
with Miami-OH, 76-5, Indiana 51-10, Cincinnati, 
42-0 and Nebraska, 42-7 against Ohio State. It’s 
fun to lose 66-38 and 55-3 with Vanderbilt and 
Georgia Southern against LSU! Lose 77-6 with 
Nevada against Oregon? Hey, not a problem! 
Had Middle Tenn, lost 45-3 vs. Iowa? Laugh it 
off! Lost with Rutgers, 52-0 at Michigan? No big 
deal! You’ll have 2,999 more opportunities in the 
next 14 years to try to get even! You know where 
this alleged “advice” came from? A Las Vegas-
based company! – Bobby Smith, Editor

Team Intended #1 QB New Starter ATS WL

IND Bearded Andrew Luck Jacoby Brissett 3 1

JAX Slick Nick Foles Gardner Minshew 3 0

PIT Big Ben Mason Rudolph 2 0

NO “Big Passing Yards!” Brees Teddy Bridgewater 2 0

NYJ Saliva Sam Darnold Siemian/Falk 1 1

CAR Snappy Dresser Newton Kyle Allen 2 0

NYG Always Overrated Eli Daniel Jones 2 0

MIA FitzTragic Josh Rosen 0 2

CHI Mitch Notsogoodski Chase Daniel 1 0

Tot 28.1% of League’s #1s Next Man Up 16 4

NFL QB CARNAGE PERFORMANCE CHART “Ranked” Team ATS WL

Alabama 2 2

Auburn 4 0

Boise St. 2 1

California 2 1

Central Florida 2 1

Clemson 3 1

Florida 1 2

Georgia 2 1

Iowa 2 1

Kansas St. 2 0

LSU 3 0

Michigan 0 3

Michigan St. 2 2

Notre Dame 2 1

Ohio St. 3 1

Oklahoma 1 1

Oregon 2 1

Penn St. 1 1

Southern Cal 2 2

Texas 2 2

Texas A&M 2 1

Utah 1 2

Virginia 1 2

Washington 2 1

Wisconsin 3 0

TOTAL 49 30
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We have added another NFL quarterback to the carnage chart: Colt McCoy 
wasn’t supposed to be the Redskins’ original starter. Before last weekend, 
NFL teams with the back-up quarterback starting were 16-4 ATS, which 
is 80%. Of course, 80% winners is not sustainable over the long haul. It 
should have been no surprise to anybody that last weekend’s tally for the 
back-up boys was merely 3-5 ATS, (including a must-win/lose, Jax at Car).

*   *   *
Three Septembers ago, when I spent the month hospitalized, one of the 
aides assigned to my floor saw me watching a Saints/Giants game on the TV 
and we started talking about football. He told me he’d played defensive tack-
le for the University of North Carolina in the mid-1990s. “You played for Mack 
Brown!,” I said. He was impressed, more so when I knew that his teammates 
had included Alge Crumpler and Na Brown. Why am I bringing up Mack 
Brown? That’s a good question. After some debate, our Premier Players ser-
vice used a 2-Star on North Carolina -10 over Georgia Tech this past Satur-
day. Brown, of course, is the head coach of North Carolina again (he left there 
for Texas in 1998). Tar Heels at Tech was a situation where it was easy for a 
football handicapper to assume that North Carolina would fail to show up. 
The reason for the easy assumption was that seven days earlier, North Caro-

lina had scored with 
1:17 left, but missed 
a two-point conver-
sion to lose 21-20 at 
home vs. last year’s 
national champion, 
Clemson. The “text-
book,” which actu-
ally doesn’t exist but 
maybe I should revise 
and write some day, 
would probably say 
to take the underdog 
in that situation. But a 
low-quality underdog 
such as Georgia Tech, 
in the first season 
of a major coaching 
change and massive 
system transitions, 

brought to mind something that the late Richard Bomze, Sports Reporter 
founder, often repeated: “Using bad teams will get you beat.” It was (im)
perfectly reasonable to assume “letdown” for North Carolina off an effort like 
they gave vs. Clemson. If there weren’t legitimate precedents, then coach 
Brown would not have been talking about it like this with the local media: 

“This is a critical week for us to grow up and see if we can respond to a 
game after we spent a lot of energy and passion with another one, back-to-
back… We’ve got to win Saturday against Georgia Tech or we lose a whole 
lot of who we are... 2-4 is going to be unacceptable… We’re young, we’re 
banged up, we’ve had a bunch of people out, we’ve had five straight games 
come down to the last drive — none of which matters on Saturday. You’ve 
got to play on Saturday and Georgia Tech will be motivated… Great teams 
play every week. They may not play with total passion every week, but they 
play hard every week and that’s something we’ve got to learn how to do.”

Q.: Is there a tactic you use to motivate them or do you allow it to take care 
of itself?

A.: “If it takes care of itself, you get fired. So, yes, I have to deal with it. I told 
them, ‘We’re going to grade this video really hard today, and if you didn’t 
play well in this video, we’re not taking you to Atlanta. That’s it… This one’s 
screaming at us, ‘You’d better be ready to play and you haven’t been ready 
to play all the time this year. You’ve played hard but you’re not good enough 
to win without emotion so you’d better be ready to play.’ I’m screaming, his-
tory is screaming, coaches are screaming and I hope somebody’s listening.”

Mack Brown was all over it. After reading that, I was ready to wake up at 
5 AM and run... through the clubhouse to the first tee for the guy. While 
Mack Brown was seriously at work earning his millions by attempting 
to prevent a letdown for UNC, Georgia Tech, according to reports, was 
“injury plagued on offense, last in the nation. On a team already light on 
seniors, three who have started games have been lost for the season.” 
The head coach was saying things like, “We’re playing on average 27 to 
30 players on each side of the ball, which is a lot.” Five games in, and Tech 
was still rotating that many players on and off the field? Holy cow! So 
yeah, North Carolina it was. They were -10 with a true freshman quarter-
back on the road, won 38-22. And so, we move on, guided by “the book” 
but not bound by it because as Mr. Bomze also said, “Each game must 
be handicapped on its own merits.” – Bobby Smith, Editor

Team Intended #1 QB New Starter ATS WL

IND Bearded Andrew Luck Jacoby Brissett 4 1

JAX Slick Nick Foles Gardner Minshew 3 1

PIT Big Ben Mason Rudolph 2 0

NO “Big Passing Yards!” Brees Teddy Bridgewater 3 0

NYJ Saliva Sam Darnold Siemian/Falk 1 2

CAR Snappy Dresser Newton Kyle Allen 3 0

NYG Always Overrated Eli Daniel Jones 2 1

MIA FitzTragic Josh Rosen 0 2

CHI Mitch Notsogoodski Chase Daniel 1 1

WAS Case Keenum Colt McCoy 0 1

Tot 31.3% of League’s #1s Next Man Up 19 9

NFL QB CARNAGE PERFORMANCE CHART
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Troy Aikman needs to stop talking! You keep thinking the guy will zip it and 
let us watch fresh action taking place without distracting everyone with his 
empty analysis of nothing. But no, he just keeps on rambling, like Deputy 
Barney Fife on quaaludes. The Giants got themselves into a first down and 
20 situation in the fourth quarter while last Thursday’s game was slipping 
away from them (enjoyably, for Patriots -17 players!). After New York man-
aged to gain 13 yards on first and second down, Aikman blabbered into the 
next play about how it was really impressive that the Giants had gotten so 
many of the yards back on only two plays. As if no NFL offense had ever 
done better than getting itself into a third-and-seven from first-and-20? What 
is wrong with this guy? A little later, he’s talking over a play, saying that Gi-
ants’ general manager Dave Gettleman has put together a team that “I think, 
can be competitive for a long time.” A) Who cares what you think? B) It’s the 
NFL, Troy! Every team is supposed to be competitive for a long time! The 
league’s one goal is for parity to exist! You can say the same thing about all 
32 teams! There’s a salary cap, and a draft that goes in reverse order of the 
standings! Ninety percent of the pointspreads are 8 points or less, one score! 
Except that on this night, the Giants were taking more than twice as many 
points as 8, and lost by 21! Shut up, Troy Aikman! Put a monkey next to Joe 

Buck and let it say “eek-
eek-eek” in between 
plays and it would make 
as much sense!
*   *   *  
Sportsbook commer-
cials were never on the 
air in our market until 
last year, so it’s all new. 
Last week, a FanDuel 
commercial was of-
fering any new online 
sign-up from Oct. 4 to 
Oct. 13 odds of 28-1 on 
the Yankees to win the 
World Series.

The Yankees will be un-
derdogs -- slight chalk 
at best -- in every game 

of the ALCS. FanDuel was dangling 28-1 on the Yankees to win a series in 
which they probably won’t be playing. Also, from FanDuel’s explanation of 
the promotion, online: “After signing up for a new Sportsbook Account using 
the Promo Code, during the Promotion Period you must place an Outright 
wager on the New York Yankees to win the 2019 World Series at whatever 
odds are being offered at the time such Eligible Wager is placed (“Starting 
Price Odds”). The Eligible Wager must be your first wager placed...”

A new sign-up is first forced to bet the Yankees at about 7-2 odds to win this 
World Series in which they probably won’t be playing. 

“Promotion Bonus Payout Determinations: In the event your Eligible Wager 
wins, you will receive a site credit equal to the difference between the payout 
received based on your Starting Price Odds and +2,800 on the first Ten Dol-
lars ($10) of your Eligible Wager (“Promotion Bonus”). Any amount wagered 
in your winning Eligible Wager above Ten Dollars ($10) will be paid out based 
solely on your Starting Price Odds.”

They put a very confusing limit to how much you can “win,” and then:

“The Promotion Bonus is non-withdrawable. In order to withdraw from 
your Sportsbook Account any winnings generated from wagers placed us-
ing your Promotion Bonus, you must first use your Sportsbook Account 
to wager on any non-Excluded Wagers an amount equal to the aggregate 
amount of your awarded Promotion Bonus (“Play-Through Requirement”). 
Additionally, wagers placed on favorites with lines shorter than or equal to 
-200 will be deemed as Excluded Wagers for purposes of satisfying the 
Play-Through Requirement. Any unused portion of the Promotion Bonus 
will be automatically withdrawn from your Sportsbook Account seven (7) 
days after being credited to your Sportsbook Account.”

If and only if the Yankees win the World Series (for which they probably will be 
spectators), you must first bet the amount you allegedly won in order to get it, 
and if you don’t run through it in seven days, they take away some of what you 
allegedly had won. While you’re betting it, without being allowed to make high-
percentage wagers, you might lose it all back. If the Yankees don’t win the 
World Series, then Fan Duel nets at least $11 for every new sign-up generated 
by the promotion that required a bet to be made on the Yankees to win the Se-
ries. All in all, a great deal. For the FanDuel sportsbook! – Bobby Smith, Editor

Team Intended #1 QB New Starter ATS WL

IND Bearded Andrew Luck Jacoby Brissett 4 1

JAX Slick Nick Foles Gardner Minshew 3 2

PIT Big Ben Mason Rudolph 2 0

PIT Mason Rudolph Devlin Hodges 1 0

NO “Big Passing Yards!” Brees Teddy Bridgewater 4 0

NYJ Saliva Sam Darnold Siemian/Falk 1 2

CAR Snappy Dresser Newton Kyle Allen 4 0

NYG Always Overrated Eli Daniel Jones 2 2

MIA FitzTragic Josh Rosen 1 1

CHI Mitch Notsogoodski Chase Daniel 1 1

WAS Case Keenum Colt McCoy 0 1

Tot 34.3% of League’s #1s Next Man Up 23 10

NFL QB CARNAGE PERFORMANCE CHART
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Told ya’ the Yankees probably wouldn’t be getting to any World Series. That 
28-1 dangling of a fake, free bonus bet on the Yankees to win the World Se-
ries, luring consumers in the largest U.S. market into opening a new sports 
betting account with FanDuel, was a smart move by FanDuel. Sports books 
are smart. They don’t know any more about the actual games and match-
ups than astute fans and bettors. The notion that they “know” is so much 
baloney, a myth that has been perpetuated for ages because Las Vegas 
floated it out there and the square-laden media was happy to perpetuate it. 
Here’s what sportsbooks know: they know how to invent half-points, and 
10% and 20% surcharges on losses. They also know how to flip the “open 
for business” sign. That’s it. Anything else they do – whether it’s advertising 
and promotion such as offering 28-1 on the Yankees to win a series in which 
they probably wouldn’t be playing, or putting word out about where the 
“smart money” is supposedly going, is phony-baloney bullcrap designed to 
attract wagers. If they have to trick people into it, then that’s what they’ll do. 

Quarterback Carnage Chart
There will be a new addition to our little chart next week. (The non-original 
starters were 3-1 ATS last weekend.) It’s Patrick Mahomes! The guy the 
sports media can’t live without! Can’t find enough adjectives to describe how 

amazing, incredible, 
fantastic a player he is! 
Slick, talented football 
player, but at least we 
all get a reprieve from 
the sportswriters and 
sportscasters falling 
over each other to tell 
us all how “fun he is 
to watch!” Give me a 
break. You know what’s 
really “fun to watch”?, A 
blowout win on a BEST 
BET with the sound 
turned off. Not some 
display of offense made 
easy because of new 
rules, and announcers 
counting up the “big 

passing yards!” I’ll bet that the guy who hosts NFL Red Zone show on Sun-
day will call in sick the next three weeks because he can’t say Patrick Ma-
homes’ name during the telecast. Something like, “With that completion of 
a shovel pass, Patrick Mahomes has become only the fourth quarterback in 
NFL history to complete 11 straight passes in the first quarter, the week after 
completing at least 10 straight passes in the second quarter!” 

So, as I’ve noted here in the recent past, the NFL has put all these rules in 
place to help offenses and to protect quarterbacks, yet here we are at mid-
season and 10 of the original starting quarterbacks, plus some of their first 
back-ups, have been out for at least multiple games. I know that I shouldn’t 
count Sam “5 Turnover” Darnold of the Jets because his absence was an 
illness, but hey, the NFL should have put a plastic bubble around him so that 
the #3 overall pick in last year’s draft wouldn’t catch germs!

Why have so many QBs been injured despite the NFL’s best attempts to 
protect them? My opinion – because the league is run by jackasses and 
therefore, their “best” is bad. If the mediocre powers that be had wanted to 
assist offenses, then they should not have taken away all the things that de-
fensive players can no longer do, like playing bump and run, or hitting a guy 
high, or hitting a guy low, or hitting him too hard. When they started to worry 
about how defenses were dominating (which was foolish to worry about 
anyway because who doesn’t love a nice, quick 17-14 game?), they should 
have simply legalized offensive holding. After all, football writers and broad-
casters have been saying for years that the referees could call holding on 
every play if they wanted to! Well, if an offensive lineman is holding on every 
play, then why be arbitrary about calling it? Just legalize it! It would create 
so many fewer decisions for incompetent, overmatched men to make! Let 
the o-linemen hold to their hearts’ content, wrapping their arms around de-
fensive linemen (behind the line of scrimmage only) and locking them in an 
embrace like they’re high school sweethearts. That’ll protect their precious 
quarterbacks, prevent them from being hit, and give them more opportuni-
ties to pad their “big passing yardage!” stats when they toss balls 1 yard 
past the line of scrimmage to running backs or wideouts who bravely dodge 
would-be headhunters for another 45 dangerous yards on their own. And it 
will prevent games from being ridiculous, barely watchable, yellow-flagged, 
foul-ups with Troy Aikman droning on in the background, 
whose results hinge on when idiots in stripes decide to call 
what they’re seeing all along. -- Bobby Smith, Editor

Team Intended #1 QB New Starter ATS WL

IND Bearded Andrew Luck Jacoby Brissett 5 1

JAX Slick Nick Foles Gardner Minshew 4 2

PIT Big Ben Mason Rudolph 2 0

PIT Mason Rudolph Devlin Hodges 1 0

NO “Big Passing Yards!” Brees Teddy Bridgewater 5 0

NYJ Saliva Sam Darnold Siemian/Falk 1 2

CAR Snappy Dresser Newton Kyle Allen 4 0

NYG Always Overrated Eli Daniel Jones 2 3

MIA FitzTragic Josh Rosen 1 1

CHI Mitch Notsogoodski Chase Daniel 1 1

WAS Case Keenum Colt McCoy 0 1

Tot 34.3% of League’s #1s Next Man Up 26 11
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Pick or Treat! 9-1 in College Football last week...

Matt Ryan gets added to the Quarterback Carnage Chart! Hey, I thought 
the NFL had rules that protected its precious quarterbacks who throw 
passes behind the line of scrimmage to running backs who scamper 50 
more yards before being hit really hard so that the quarterback can have 
“big passing yards!” tacked onto his wonderful and amazing stats! The 
system must be breaking down. More than 40% of the original starting 
QBs have been replaced at some point this season. I forgot to include 
Tennessee’s Ryan Tannehill last week after his start against the LA Char-
gers. If Daniel Jones is on the list, then Tannehill must also be included. 
Neither replaced an injured original starter. Eli Manning and Marcus Mari-
ota had been allowed to stink for a long time and somebody finally had 
the good sense to replace them.

So, if all these original starting quarterbacks were so crucial to their teams’ 
potential success in a “quarterback-driven league,” then why are 

their teams a 
collective 31-
15 ATS with 
another guy 
quarterback-
ing? The an-
swer is that 
they weren’t 
critical to their teams’ 
potential success, or 
failure! Football is a 
team game. There are 
21 other players on the 
field along with a quar-
terback, whose job it 
is to decide, “Which 
open guy should I 
throw to, or which 
covered guy should I 
throw it in the direction 
of so that the defender 
can get called for pass 
interference?” The ad-

justments made by oddsmakers and football bettors on teams that “lost” 
their original starting QB have been, on balance, drastically over-estimat-
ed. The “loss” has been a gain!

It’s been a while since ridiculous “content” by sportswriters and sportscast-
ers was featured here. Do you know what a knee-jerker is? This right here, 
is a knee-jerker: Heather Dinich, ESPN Writer -- “Oklahoma’s loss at K-State 
is going to be a sticking point in the committee meeting room because the 
Sooners were clearly outplayed for most of the game… This loss opens the 
door for a 1-loss Pac-12 champ and Notre Dame to get more serious con-
sideration.” – This was written right after Oklahoma lost at K-State. Oklaho-
ma gained 497 offensive yards in only 21:52 time of possession (22.7 yards 
per minute!). They were not out-played for most of the game. These people 
can’t wait for the season to play out. Off one result, they fantasize that a 

bunch of clowns will be sitting around a table, saying, “Gee, I don’t 
know Bob, but that Oklahoma loss to Kansas State really sticks in 
my craw.” Everybody has four games remaining! Notre Dame was 
kicking off at Michigan only an hour later, and lost! There are so 
many possibilities, but these people think they have it all figured 
out way before the reality takes place. It’s not their job to outline 
petty little things about the future that may not happen! But they 
clearly do not understand the topic they cover, so to fill their al-
loted space, they invent things that won’t exist!

Then, there was this brilliance from Dan Mullen, ESPN.com : “Four games 
into this World Series the Astros and Nationals have each won 2 games and 
they have also each scored a total of 19 runs.” – Such incredible coinci-
dences. We’re all so fortunate that you work for ESPN, can count to 4, and 
to 19, and are gracious enough to share such accurate analysis of what has 
taken place!

Finally, the most nonsensical statement of the week:
Howie Long, FOX, about what a good player LB Bobby Wagner of the 
Seahawks is: “A lot of people don’t get to see him because the Seahawks 
are on the West Coast…” What? Just like every other NFL team, the Se-
ahawks games start at either at 1 pm, ET or 4:25 pm, ET, or at 8:15 or 8:20 
pm in the national stand-alone night game that everybody sees! Wake up! 
You’re on television! Try to say something intelligent! – Bobby Smith, Editor

Team Intended #1 QB New Starter ATS WL

IND Bearded Andrew Luck Jacoby Brissett 5 2

JAX Slick Nick Foles Gardner Minshew 5 2

PIT Big Ben Mason Rudolph 2 1

PIT Mason Rudolph Devlin Hodges 1 0

NO “Big Passing Yards!” Brees Teddy Bridgewater 5 0

NYJ Saliva Sam Darnold Siemian/Falk 1 2

CAR Snappy Dresser Newton Kyle Allen 4 1

NYG Always Overrated Eli Daniel Jones 3 3

MIA FitzTragic Josh Rosen 1 1

CHI Mitch Notsogoodski Chase Daniel 1 1

WAS lower case keenum Colt McCoy 0 1

KC Premature Hall of Famer Matt Moore 0 1

TEN Marcus Mari-NO-ta Ryan Tannehill 2 0

ATL Matt Julio Jones Matt Schaub 1 0

Tot 43% of League’s #1s Next Man Up 31 15
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NOVEMBER FOOTBALL ACTION!
BEST BETS, fearless forecasts and more...

College Basketball starts this week. You can start voting for our favorite 
team(s) of the night on Tuesday, November 5, when daily coverage of 
college hoops joins NBA forecasts in the Daily Brief.

Meanwhile, the NFL Quarterback Carnage Chart gets longer! Halfway 
through NFL 2019, fifteen teams have had to replace their original start-
ing quarterback! The guy who can’t be hit high, or low, whose receivers 
can’t be hit, or breathed on a certain distance past the line of scrimmage, 
the guy who gets credit for 60 passing yards and a TD after they throw 
the ball 8 yards sideways to a guy, can’t be kept in one piece despite 
the rules, or has gotten the hook because he can’t take enough advan-
tage of the favorable rules. Come next Sunday, Jacoby Brissett, who 
replaced Andrew Luck, could be QB #17 to go down, with Brian Hoyer 

waiting in the wings. 
New names on the 
chart for this week 
are Andy Dalton and 
Joe Flacco. Dalton 
wasn’t injured and the 
Bengals have yet to 
play with his intended 
replacement, rookie 
Ryan Finley. Cincin-
nati hit mid-season 
0-8 for a first-season 
coaching staff that 
has zero allegiance to 
anything in the build-
ing that was there 
when Marvin Lewis 
was the head coach, 
so it was time to pull 
Dalton. Flacco didn’t 
seem injured. His sup-
posedly injured neck 
seemed fine as his 
voice was passing 
through it, questioning 
the coaching staff’s 

decisions during Denver’s road loss at Indianapolis two Sundays ago. 
The words left his mouth and – bang! – it was announced that he had 
some vertebrae problems in his neck (leftover Peyton Manning germs 
in the building?) and would be replaced by Brandon Allen. Naturally, the 
Broncos won with Allen, who, unlike Baker Mayfield on the team Denver 
beat, wasn’t a #1 overall pick in the draft.

So, what was new with the Twitter twits recently?
Bradford Doolittle, ESPN Staff Writer:
“The Astros’ Justin Verlander extended a record he already held, though 
he wishes he didn’t: Washington’s first-inning run on an RBI single from 
Anthony Rendon was the 10th first-inning earned run Verlander has al-
lowed this postseason. No one has else has allowed more than eight.”

The well-named Mr. Doo Little is suggesting that “first-inning runs al-
lowed by a pitcher during a particular post-season” is something worthy 
of calling a “record.” By that token, there would also be a “record” for 
the most, and fewest, runs allowed by a pitcher in second innings of a 
post-season, and third innings, and fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth, 
ninth and any extra-innings of a particular post-season. This means that 
dating back to the 1919 World Series (which was fixed in a joint effort 
by gamblers and professional ballplayers), there would have have been 
more than 1,800 different alleged record-holders of most and fewest 
runs allowed for each inning in each of the 100 different post-seasons. 
Doolittle could compile a coffee table book about this. It wouldn’t sell a 
single copy. Even his family wouldn’t buy it. But I’m sure that he doesn’t 
track most runs allowed in second innings, etc., because it’s not “first.” 
Only the “first inning” matters to these bizarre people. Individual inning 
trivia doesn’t matter to anyone else, of course, but these people from 
Bizarro World report on it and call it a “record.” Why? I don’t know. They 
are bizarre people working for a company, ESPN, that in its effort to 
cover sports, ruins the enjoyment of them by over-hyping irrelevant, hap-
penstance things in a desperate attempt to make them sound important. 
The comedian Jeff Foxworthy should expand the routine he does called, 
“You might be a redneck.” He should do, ‘You might be a sports douche.’ 
“If you tweet, or post on the espn.com scoreboard, irrelevant stats and 
try to call them “records,” then you just might be a sports douche!” Then, 
he could turn to me and say, ‘If you picked Jacksonville over Houston on 
Sunday, then you, too, might be a sports douche!’ -- Bobby Smith, Editor

Team Intended #1 QB New Starter ATS WL

IND Bearded Andrew Luck Jacoby Brissett 5 3

JAX Slick Nick Foles Gardner Minshew 5 3

PIT Big Ben Mason Rudolph 3 1

PIT Mason Rudolph Devlin Hodges 1 0

NO “Big Passing Yards!” Brees Teddy Bridgewater 5 0

NYJ Saliva Sam Darnold Siemian/Falk 1 2

CAR Snappy Dresser Newton Kyle Allen 5 1

NYG Always Overrated Eli Daniel Jones 3 3

MIA FitzTragic Josh Rosen 1 1

CHI Mitch Notsogoodski Chase Daniel 1 1

WAS lower case keenum Haskins/McCoy 0 2

KC Premature Hall of Famer Matt Moore 1 1

TEN Marcus Mari-NO-ta Ryan Tannehill 2 1

ATL Matt Julio Jones Ryan Matt Schaub 1 0

DEN Joe Eli Flacco Brandon Allen 1 0

CIN Andy AJ Green Dalton Ryan Finley - -

Tot 43% of League’s #1s Next Man Up 35 19
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SUPER BEST BET in the NFL
On the L.A. Chargers’ last play of the game Thursday night in Oak-
land, I thought I saw something. I thought I saw the Raiders’ defen-
sive end graze Philip Rivers’ helmet with his hand as he attempted to 
get to Rivers before the quarterback delivered a hurried fourth-down 
interception that would practically seal 26-24 straight-up victories for 
the Raiders and their +1 point-spread backers. I was thinking, “These 
butthead referees aren’t going to grant the Chargers a new set of 
downs again, are they, with all three of their time-outs left?” (Earlier in 
the Chargers’ offensive series, the bozos in stripes had already thrown 
a pass interference flag on fourth down – questionable and far away 
from the ball -- during an incomplete pass that would have turned 
the ball over on downs back to the Raiders in L.A. territory). By some 
miracle, no flag was thrown on the play that ended in the Oakland 
interception. The TV replay, in slow motion, showed that the defensive 
lineman’s hand did indeed make a little tap against the precious quar-
terback’s helmet, which is an extremely hard polycarbonate shell lined 
with foam padding inside. 

They extended the replay past the end of the play, to show Rivers 
pointing and screaming at the referee and slapping himself on the 
side of his helmet, indicating his extreme displeasure that a roughing 
the passer penalty wasn’t called against Oakland on that play. And 
I’m thinking, ‘Shut up and go home, you 38-year-old whining whiner. 
You’re mad because a big, bad lineman tapped you on the head and 
it’s not fair that he wasn’t flagged? Here’s a suggestion: Retire! Then it 
won’t have to happen again!’

Philip Rivers is a tough guy. He’s 6’5”, 228 pounds and for 16 years in 
the NFL has stood up strongly while surrounded by opponents bigger 
than him, absorbing plenty of contact and playing through multiple in-
juries. But the rules that have been instituted during his playing career 
and before have turned guys like him into little babies. Under pressure, 
they fling passes in the general direction of a receiver hoping for a pass 
interference call, and complain when they don’t get one. They should 
be so focused on the play itself that they don’t notice being grazed 
on the helmet by a defensive lineman’s hand. Instead, as soon as the 
follow-through on their release is completed, they turn immediately to 
the referee demanding a penalty for it. They want something for free! 
They think they’re entitled!

Rivers should call Joe Namath and ask him what Raiders’ defensive 
linemen Ben Davidson and Ike Lassiter would do to Namath back in 
the day. It’s a miracle that Namath is still alive and the other two guys 
aren’t. At the conclusion of plays against the Raiders, both Namath and 
his helmet would be on the grass, about seven yards apart from each 
other with no penalty called. And Rivers wants roughing the passer for 
some incidental fingernail-tapping on his helmet while a guy was trying 
to make a play against him? Give us all a break, superstar. We want to 
watch real football games, not whiny baby ball. Willie Brown, star Raid-
ers’ cornerback from that bygone era, passed away a few weeks ago. 
He was remembered during the telecast of Thursday’s game. Brown 
is in the NFL Hall of Fame for long-term excellence in his style of play 
– bump and run. If he was attempting to break into the league today, 
he’d be penalized for pass interference on every play, cut from the 
league as a rookie because he makes it too difficult for quarterbacks 
to churn out their “big passing yards!” and “consecutive completions!” 

I got a huge laugh out of a hyped headline, and the numerous sub-
sequent reactions by sports talking heads, from last week. “Pressing 
Questions: How Will Ohio State React Without Chase Young?. Ohio 
State Depth Tested!” Everybody was like: ‘What will head coach Ryan 
Day do?’ ‘How will Ohio State handle this distraction?’ ‘What does this 
mean for Ohio State moving forward?’ He’s the best defensive player in 
college, a possible Heisman Trophy winner! This is not what they want!’

Naturally, there was nothing said about how Ohio State was about 
to play favored by 42 points vs. Maryland in its upcoming game, first 
without Young (which they’d win by 52 points, something that sur-
prised nobody), and would be favored by 50 points or more against 
Rutgers in its game after that. I mean, come on, man! Clemson won 
its Playoff and Championship Games last season by 27 and 28 points 
immediately after its best defensive lineman, Dexter Lawrence, had 
been suspended! Why are these people spending all this time reacting 
to something like this, making it into a huge deal, when there is recent, 
established precedent that it doesn’t matter? If these overreacting dra-
ma clowns were passengers on the Queen Mary 2 and they watched 
somebody toss a deck chair overboard, they’d scream, panic and give 
themselves heart attacks fearing an immediate disaster that wouldn’t 
be destined to happen. -- Bobby Smith, Editor

Blowout city in College and Pro Football this weekend, plus...
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WEEK 12 IN THE NFL!
Big, 58-game College Football card, plus

Let us have a look at the updated NFL Quarterback Carnage Chart. 
Naturally, the strong early-season point-spread record of teams starting 
somebody other than their intended #1 quarterback, which hit a high 
of 80% ATS, has leveled off down to 58.2% ATS. But to still represent 
a profitable flat-bet after eleven weekends is continued proof that in-
place, established starting quarterbacks who have compiled all the big 
passing yards and whose name appears first in every Associated Press 
game recap (“So-and-so passed for 243 yards and 2 touchdowns and 
led his team to victory because he is so wonderful and a quarterback!”) 
are… overrated! A lot of people hopped right on the “Overreaction Ex-

press” when the dom-
inoes started toppling 
in early September, 
against the teams 
starting “back-up” 
quarterbacks. Then, 
when they saw how 
well teams were do-
ing with the back-ups 
starting, they got off 
the Overreaction Ex-
press and jumped 
right into the “Band-
wagon Local” headed 
in the opposite di-
rection, overloading 
that mode of wager-
ing transit instead. In 
Week 5, the Carnage 
Chart showed teams 
with backup quarter-
backs starting as 15-4 
ATS, 79% ATS. Since 
then, they are (24-24 
ATS, just 50%. Inter-
esting! It seems as 
if the “incredible of-
fensive mind” of Norv 
Turner and some of 

these other alleged geniuses have run out of ways to smoke-and-mirror 
the opposition with their back-up quarterbacks starting.

Anyway, look at all the names on the Carnage Chart! So many old, famil-
iar names from the last decade, protected by the new rules, but all hurt! 
Or, enabled by the rules to complete more passes than they have a right 
to, but they still weren’t good enough to keep starting! That last sen-
tence, however, is inaccurate. Because football is a team game, those 
quarterbacks who weren’t good enough to keep starting may have been 
in no-win situations. They were all playing about as well as they could 
under the circumstances, but one guy taking snaps cannot overcome 
bad general management that puts together a lousy team.

*   *   *   
I would like to know something. When does the start of a season end, 
and the end of a season start? I’d like to know this because last week 
I was seeing all of the usual zombie stat-compilers giving their dopey 
spins on college football teams like Baylor and Minnesota, saying that 
“It’s the first time they started a season 9-0 since, [whenever the hell it 
was and who the heck cares?]” 

When a football team wins its ninth straight without a loss, it’s been a 
long time since it was at the “start” of the season, am I right? I think 
I’m right! But to see and hear these sports reporting clowns attempt 
to record “history” (not Sports Reporter clowns, that would be us, but 
sports reporting clowns, an entirely different sub-species), you would 
think that we are still at the “start” of the season in the month of No-
vember. If Baylor and Minnesota had “9-0 starts,” then it would stand 
to reason that, for example, Syracuse was having a “3-6 start.” Which 
doesn’t get reported that way. Only if a team has won all its games (or 
lost all its games) has it “started” a season undefeated (or winless), ac-
cording to these bozos. Which, of course, is a ridiculously uneven way 
to report things. But we already know that ridiculous is a key component 
to sports writing. Seems to me that a team can only “start” a season 1-0 
or 0-1. (Or, 0-0-1 if it’s the Detroit Lions and facing a rookie head coach 
and quarterback.) The start is the beginning. The team is no longer start-
ing as of Week 2, as far as I’m concerned. So how can Week 9 still be 
part of the start, when the team is already past the middle and nearing 
the end? -- Bobby Smith, Editor

Team Intended #1 QB New Starter ATS WL

IND Bearded Andrew Luck Jacoby Brissett 6 3

IND Jacoby Brissett Brian Hoyer 0 1

JAX Slick Nick Foles Gardner Minshew 5 3

PIT Big Ben Mason Rudolph 4 1

PIT Mason Rudolph Devlin Hodges 1 0

NO “Big Passing Yards!” Brees Teddy Bridgewater 5 0

NYJ Saliva Sam Darnold Siemian/Falk 1 2

CAR Snappy Dresser Newton Kyle Allen 5 3

NYG Always Overrated Eli Daniel Jones 3 4

MIA FitzTragic Josh Rosen 1 1

CHI Mitch Notsogoodski Chase Daniel 1 1

WAS lower case keenum Haskins/McCoy 0 3

KC Premature Hall of Famer Matt Moore 1 1

TEN Marcus Mari-NO-ta Ryan Tannehill 3 1

ATL Matt Julio Jones Ryan Matt Schaub 1 0

DEN Joe Eli Flacco Brandon Allen 1 1

CIN Andy AJ Green Dalton Ryan Finley 1 1

DET Matt Stiff-erd Jeff Driskel 0 2

Tot So Many Former #1s Next Man Up 39 28
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THANKSGIVING WEEK!
It’s Time for Football on

The information in these tables should surprise nobody. The teams that 
have rung up the best Turnover Margins have covered the spread in two 
out of three games in both College Football and NFL. The teams with 
the worst Turnover Margins in both sports have lost two out of three vs. 
the spread. Most of the best TO Margin teams are winners. Most of the 
worst TO Margin teams are losers. Simple stuff! (These records were 
prior to last weekend’s action.)

Anyway, you don’t need me to get grouchy about game-altering weather 
in Foxboro. Or, to complain about bad sportscasters/sportswriters on 
this holiday week when we should be thankful we’re alive to experience 
their trivial clutter and lay humorous judgment against it! Happy Thanks-
giving to all of our Sports Reporter readers. -- Bobby Smith, Editor

College Best +TO Mar +TO 
Mar W L T ATS%

Illinois +14 7 3 0

San Jose St. +13 6 3 1

Ohio St. +13 8 2 0

Fla. Atlantic +13 7 3 0

Alabama +13 5 5 0

Oregon +13 6 4 0

Notre Dame +11 6 4 0

San Diego St. +11 6 4 0

Utah +10 7 3 0

Clemson +10 8 3 0

TOTAL 66 34 1 66.0%

College Worst - TO Mar -TO 
Mar W L T ATS%

Akron -17 0 10 0

New Mexico St. -15 4 6 0

Hawaii -14 5 6 0

Rutgers -13 3 7 0

Northwestern -12 2 8 0

New Mexico -12 3 7 0

NC State -11 2 8 0

Purdue -9 6 4 0

TOTAL 25 56 0 30.9%

NFL Best +TO Mar +TO 
Mar W L T ATS%

New England Patriots +18 7 3 0

Pittsburgh Steelers +9 6 4 0

Green Bay Packers +9 7 3 0

New Orleans Saints +8 7 3 0

TOTAL 27 13 0 67.5%

NFL Worst -TO Mar -TO 
Mar W L T ATS%

Los Angeles Chargers -9 4 6 1

Tampa Bay Bucs -10 2 8 0

Cincinnati Bengals -11 4 6 0

New York Giants -12 3 7 0

Miami Dolphins -13 5 5 0

TOTAL 18 32 0 36.0%

Gobble up 
these
picks!
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After Boise State failed to cover 
the spread while completing an 
8-0 Mountain West regular sea-
son at Colorado State last Fri-
day, I made a list of all the Week 
14 college football teams that 
were playing a game in advance 
of a definite date in their confer-
ence championship. I thought 
it might help see that situation 
more clearly.

Fourteen division winners knew 
they’d be playing a champion-
ship game a week from Saturday. 
They fell into three main groups: 

1) Teams that knew exactly 
where they’d be playing their 
conference championship game 
and were ranked in the Top 10, 
all still in the running for a “Final 
Four” berth albeit some more 

know, looky there, those teams were just 1-4 ATS. Hawaii, the only 
team in Group 2 playing with revenge for a loss last season, got the 
only cover. Group #1 had the biggest motivation, staying alive to be 
one of the top four who plays for the glamour and the glory. Looky 
there, they went 7-0 ATS, pretty much wiping the floor with the other 
sides and leaving no doubt vs. the pointspreads, even though most 
of the spreads were two, three or four scores! Group #3, which con-
sisted only of Cincinnati and Appalachian State, were playing with the 
motivation of hosting their title games in front of their people. They 
went 2-0 ATS. That’s 9-0 ATS for teams that were playing in advance 
of a definite title game berth but still had good reasons to win the 
regular season finale. I guess the term “look-ahead” can be a figment 
of people’s imaginations, eh? Like Santa Claus, MVP Awards and 
Quarterback Won-Loss Records. – Bobby Smith, Editor

CHAMPIONSHIP GAME PICKS!
Plus BEST BET, RECOMMENED plays for NFL Week 14

Chmpn Game 
Look-ahead Group / Situation Rivalry? Revenge Site Opp Line ATS

Baylor 1. Site completely known, #9 Rank No No at Kansas -14 W

Oklahoma 1. Site completely known, #7 Rank Yes No at Okla St. -12 W

Utah 1. Site completely known, #6 Rank No No h Colorado -28 W

Georgia 1. Site completely known, #4 Rank Yes No at Ga. Tech -28 W

Clemson 1. Site completely known, #3 Rank Yes No at S. Carolina -27 W

LSU 1. Site completely known, #2 Rank No Yes h Texas A&M -17 W

Ohio State 1. Site completely known, #1 Rank Yes No at Michigan -9 W

Miami-OH 2. Site completely known No No at Ball St. +3 L

Boise State 2. Site completely known No No at Colo St. -14 L

Oregon 2. Site completely known Yes No at Oregon St. -19 L

Hawaii 2. Site completely known No Yes h Army -2.5 W

UL Lafayette 2. Site completely known Yes No h UL Monroe -19.5 L

Cincinnati 3. Must-win for home field No No at Memphis +11.5 W

Appalachian St. 3. Must-win for home field No No at Troy -13 W

alive than others. If was possible for any of the top four CFP teams 
heading into the weekend – Ohio State, LSU, Clemson, Georgia – to fall 
out of next week’s top four with a loss last weekend, thus losing control 
of their own destiny towards that goal to teams ranked #5-10.

2) Teams that knew exactly where they’d be playing but were not ranked 
in the Top Ten, so a less than dominant effort would have no effect on 
their chance to participate in the dopey CFP that makes so sense, yet 
America plays along with it by watching and reading all the commentary.

3) Teams that needed to win so that the championship game would be 
played on their home field.

Of those three groups, #2 had the least motivation. And, whaddya 
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Here is some statisti-
cal info to supplement 
the Army-Navy game 
forecast on page 4. 
Since they met last 
year when Army won 
their third straight in 
the series, there have 
been some shifts in fa-
vor of Navy. In terms of 
net yards per running 
play for and against, 
the Middies own a +1.5 

yards per play differential. With these 
two teams, why bother analyzing the 
passing stats? You know that some-
body will hit one more pass play than 
the other out of a total of about 10 at-
tempts, and that it probably won’t be 
Army, right?

Army has not been as dominant in Time of Possession this season. They 
come in averaging only 2 seconds more per game than Navy. Last year, 
the difference was about 5.5 minutes per game!

Navy’s only two losses this season were against Memphis and Notre 
Dame, two opponents whose offenses had multiple players who could 
run past Navy defensive guys, make them miss tackles, or out-leap their 
secondary for big receptions. Army doesn’t field that kind of offense.

*   *   *

I’m pretty sure that the NFL Network is fabricating crowd noise during its 
live-game feeds on the Red Zone telecasts. I don’t care how many 49ers 
fans may have been in the Superdome on Sunday. There is no way, no 
how, that the New Orleans Superdome erupted in as much sustained, 
jubilant crowd noise as that network was broadcasting when it showed 
the 49ers’ Robbie Gould kicking the game-winning field goal that beat 
the Saints. The Superdome is not, and never will be, filled with that much 

happy cheering when their beloved home-team New Orleans Saints lose 
a football game as time runs out. Sorry, NFL Network. Your ruse is obvi-
ous. Maybe you can keep fooling other people watching, but you can’t 
fool me. It’s just another fake thing from the national media. And I’m 
pretty sure they’re doing it as a habit for any and all games. The Jack-
sonville crowd – when the Jaguars scored a touchdown to cut their im-
possible deficit to 31-10 against the Chargers -- sounded like the Seattle 
Seahawks’ stadium on third-and-long when the visitor has the ball trail-
ing by 7 late in the fourth quarter. Hey, guess what? I don’t think so! I am 
near-absolutely certain that some guy in the control room, under orders, 
is shouting, ‘Somebody scored a touchdown! Turn up the taped crowd 
noise! Pin it on high! Again and again! Make America excited! We’re the 
NFL! We must do this!” What a joke.

Another big joke is when Red Zone’s Fantasy Stat-Obsesssed Host came 
on the air immediately after the Chiefs won in Foxboro on Sunday and said, 
“Folks, we could be seeing a changing of the guard in the NFL. 42-year-old 
Tom Brady has lost three games this year, to 22-year-old Lamar Jackson, 
24-year-old Deshaun Watson and 24-year-old Patrick Mahomes!” 

Hey, genius!: Quarterbacks do not win or lose games! Their teams do! Do 
you think that maybe, just maybe, the linemen, skill players and defen-
sive and special teams guys on Baltimore, Houston and Kansas City had 
something to do with those victories? Or are they just window dressing, 
guys that stand around and wave pom-poms while the quarterback plays 
against Tom Brady (which he does not -- he and his 10 teammates play 
against the opposing defense!)? Wake up, man! There are no quarterback 
standings! Meanwhile, not that I should further this deconstruction of an 
inane course of reporting by a sports douche, but the Patriots have won 
four games when the other team started, at quarterback: Baker Mayfield, 
age 24; Sam Darnold, age 22; Josh Allen, age 23; Daniel Jones, age 22. 
So, by his own idiotic tidbit, the Pats are actually 4-3 when the other side 
starts a “new guard!” quarterback. You know what’s really unfortunate? 
The changing of the guard in sportscasters is forever destined to be just 
an older, doofus mouth-mover whose place is taken by a younger, “next-
gen” doofus mouth mover. Geez, it’s tough getting older and wiser while 
being bombarded by moronic messages delivered by little men inside the 
TV set, isn’t it (asks dope who picked Houston over Denver)? – Bobby 
Smith, Editor

THE ARMY-NAVY GAME!
BEST BET, RECOMMENDED for NFL Week 15 and
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Rank Run Off. Avg. TD Att/G Yds/G

1 Navy 5.98 48 60.4 361

2 Army 5.37 44 58.0 312

Rank Run Def. Avg. TD Att/G Yds/G

17 Navy 3.35 11 32.7 110

52 Army 4.24 18 34.0 144

Rank Time of Poss. Min 
PG

11 Army 33:22

12 Navy 33:20
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Here is an updated NFL Quarterback Carnage Chart. Despite rules 
to protect them from injury and to aid them in getting “big pass-
ing yards!,” half the league has been forced to move away from an 
intended starting quarterback this season. Four of those 16 teams 
have had to do it more than once! This past weekend was the worst 
for the “new” QBs (1-5 ATS). It dropped their teams’ combined ATS 
record to less than 60% when they start, down to 58.2%. 

All in all, it’s been quite the season for the hallowed position of “big 
passing yards!” Except the team with the most wins in the NFL is 
the team whose quarterback has “Big Rushing Yards!,” which is one 
reason why I have often made fun of “Big Passing Yards!,” and the 
people who are obsessed by them, make lists and shove them down 

viewers’ throats. I 
seem to have heard 
the television mouth 
movers making a big 
deal lately about At-
lanta Falcons’ quar-
terback Matt Ryan 
reaching 50,000 
passing yards in 
his career. How are 
his passing yards 
working out for the 
Falcons this sea-
son, I wonder? Oh, 
look, I don’t have to 
wonder! I can take a 
peek at the stand-
ings and see that 
the Falcons are 5-9, 
in last place in their 
division, guaranteed 
to have a losing sea-
son! In fact, I can dig 

a little deeper and see 
that the Falcons have 
the highest pass ratio 
in the NFL for 2019. 
Two out of every three 
Atlanta offensive snaps 
have been passes! 
Well, at least they’re 
keeping the guy busy 
for all that money he 
makes as the NFL’s 
highest paid player. Tell 
me why we’re all sup-
posed to be so awe-
struck and super-im-
pressed by big passing 
yards again, when only 
one of the top 10 pass-
heavy NFL teams has a 

winning record this season and only two of them have shown a flat-
bet profit vs. the pointspread?

*   *   *
Following is the schedule for the rest of Sports Reporter’s College 
Football Bowl Game coverage this season, after the first 17 games 
that appear in this issue:

Issue 4518: Next 20 bowl games
Issue 4519: Next 2 bowl games
Issue 4520: The Championship Game
Bowl season is when we get hit with messages like this, from “re-
searchers”: “Virginia Tech is 6-11-2 all time against Kentucky. The 
teams haven’t played since Frank Beamer’s first season as coach 
in 1987…” Why in bloody hell would somebody reference a record 
from 19 games between teams that haven’t played each other in 32 
years? -- Bobby Smith, Editor

THE FIRST BIG BOWL ISSUE!
And a Wild, NFL Regular Season Week 16

Team Intended #1 QB New Starter ATS WL

ATL Matt 'Julio Jones' Ryan Matt Schaub 1 0
CAR Snappy Dresser Newton Kyle Allen 6 5
CHI Mitch Notsogoodski Chase Daniel 1 1
CIN Andy 'AJ Green' Dalton Ryan Finley 1 2
DEN Joe Eli Flacco Brandon Allen 1 1
DEN Brandon 'Bye-Bye' Allen Drew Lock 2 1
DET Matt Stiff-erd Jeff Driskel 0 2
DET Jeff Injured Fast Driskel David Blough 1 2
IND Bearded Andrew Luck Jacoby Brissett 6 3
IND Jacoby Brissett Brian Hoyer 0 1
JAX Slick Nick Foles Gardner Minshew 6 4
KC Premature Hall of Famer Matt Moore 1 1
MIA FitzTragic Josh Rosen 1 1
NO “Big Passing Yards!” Brees Teddy Bridgewater 5 0

NYG Always Overrated Eli Daniel Jones 4 6
NYJ Saliva Sam Darnold Siemian/Falk 1 2
PIT Big Ben Mason Rudolph 4 1
PIT Mason Rudolph Devlin Hodges 3 1
TEN Marcus Mari-NO-ta Ryan Tannehill 6 2
WAS lower case keenum Haskins/McCoy 3 4

TOT So Many Former #1s Next Man Up 53 38

Rk 2019
NFL Team

Pass 
Play % SU ATS

1 Atlanta 67.43% 5 9 6 8

2 Miami 66.37% 3 11 7 7

3 Cincinnati 65.31% 1 13 5 9

4 NY Giants 65.10% 3 11 6 8

5 Carolina 63.24% 5 9 6 7

6 Kansas City 62.89% 10 4 9 5

7 Arizona 62.47% 4 9 8 5

8 Tampa Bay 62.23% 7 7 5 8

9 Jacksonville 62.11% 5 9 6 8

10 LA Chargers 62.03% 5 9 4 9

-- TOTAL -- 42 87 56 71
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The time has come, the walrus said, 
to speak of how the annual Zone 
Blitz’s College Football step-out 
projections against the spread ac-
tually played out during the 2019 
season. 

Hey, lookit that! Clemson and Utah 
were projected to be Good against 
the spread and they were 19-7 ATS 
combined before their bowl games. 
But there weren’t many other strong 
winners on there and what the heck 
were Florida International and Rut-
gers doing on that list? Oregon 
would have performed better if they 
hadn’t beaten Nevada by about 50 
more points than the spread in Sep-
tember. That one over-the-top per-
formance pretty much ruined them 
for a while.

It is very nice to see the names 
Massachusetts, Vanderbilt, Bowling 
Green, Georgia Tech, New Mexico 
and Old Dominion heading the list 
of teams that were projected to be 
Poor vs. the spread. UMass, BG, 
and G-Tech all had first-season 
coaching staffs coming into very dif-
ficult situations that appeared to be 
no-win. Wait, I shouldn’t have called 
Georgia Tech’s a “difficult situation” 
coming in. That guy Geoff Collins 
made it difficult for everyone there 
by making a big deal of geo-unking 
Paul Johnson’s triple option (you 
see what I did there?) He ignored 
the fact that the last guy who tried to 
eradicate Johnson’s unique system 

20 COLLEGE FOOTBALL BOWLS!
Plus, NFL 2019 Final Regular Season Sunday!
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in a program – Brian Van Gorder, 
Georgia Southern – was canned af-
ter only season there and has been 
bouncing around ever since, work-
ing in eight different places since 
2012 (currently as defensive coor-
dinator at Bowling Green (7.0 yards 
per play and 38.0 points per game 
allowed this season). Good luck, 
Collins, you’ll need it! Says guy from 
camp that projected Memphis, Cen-
tral Michigan and Kansas State to 
be Poor against the spread this sea-
son. D-oh! But it was good to have 
New Mexico and Old Dominion 
on the list. You know you’re doing 
something right when you project 
teams as “poor,” then their relatively 
long-tenured head coaches eventu-
ally get fired. New Mexico actually 
paid theirs $825,000 to get the heck 
outta there. What kind of world is it 
when somebody would actually pay 
Bob Davie $825k to walk away from 
something? I hope that somebody 

pays ESPN that much to keep him out of the broadcast booth this 
time. Just when you were happy that you didn’t have to listen to Mack 
Brown analyze college football games anymore, Bob Davie sudden-
ly has nothing to do again. It’s so unfair. Meanwhile, there were not 
enough teams on the Over list that actually played a lot of Overs, and 
forget about the Under list. Do a better job on this next year, Smith.

Speaking of doing a better job, before some unfortunate late-season 
mostly NFL no-shows, Sports Reporter combined NFL/College Best 
Bets topped a list of nine 2019 competitors and imitators (tallied by a 
competitor) with better than 60% wins in an industry hitting 50.4% on 
such. So in the spirit of holiday forgiving, remember the saying: When 
someone (us) does something wrong, don’t forget all the things they 
did right. Merry Christmas, Happy Hanukkah, Happy Kwanzaa to all 
of our loyal followers! – Bobby Smith, Editor

GOOD W L T

Clemson 10 3 0
Utah 9 4 0
Oregon 7 6 0
Florida 6 3 2
Liberty 6 6 0
Louisiana Tech 6 5 1
Oklahoma St. 6 3 3
Penn St. 6 6 0
Southern Miss 6 6 0
Nevada 5 6 1
Wake Forest 5 6 1
Florida Int 4 8 0
Rutgers 4 8 0

TOTAL 80 70 8

POOR W L T

Massachusetts 2 10 0
Vanderbilt 2 9 0
Bowling Green 3 9 0
Georgia Tech 3 8 1
New Mexico 4 8 0
Old Dominion 4 8 0
Kansas 5 6 1
South Carolina 5 7 0
Southern Cal 6 5 1
Ball St. 7 5 0
Buffalo 7 5 0
Louisville 7 5 0
Mississippi 7 5 0
San Diego St. 7 5 0
SMU 7 5 0
Memphis 8 5 0
Central Mich 9 3 1
Kansas St. 9 3 0
TOTAL 102 111 4

OVER O U T

Hawaii 8 6 0

Minnesota 8 4 0

Washington St. 7 5 0

Louisiana-Mon. 6 5 1

Oregon St. 6 6 0

Temple 6 6 0

Liberty 6 6 0

Houston 5 6 1

Nebraska 5 6 1

Western Mich 4 8 0

TOTAL 61 58 3

UNDER O U T

Arizona St. 6 6 0
North Carolina 6 6 0
Penn St. 5 7 0

Happy Holidays 
to Everyone!

Merry Christmas
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NFL Playoffs Are Here!
Wild Card Round Inside
Injuries, suspensions, and guys not playing for various reasons. This 
information is supposed to be “a gambler’s lifeblood,” right? That’s how 
the saying goes. But there has long been another saying: What every-
body knows is not worth knowing.

Look, we make our share of boo-boos and fall into some embarrass-
ing traps now and then. But there were two games last week where I 
could not believe how the line moved away from very good teams who 
would be missing some of their best players. The first was the Boca 
Raton Bowl. The day before the game, as you probably know, it was 
announced that three Florida Atlantic starters would be suspended. The 
line went from +3 to +8 on Florida Atlantic! Can you believe that? All of 
a sudden, the world is an expert with certainty on the impact that three 
missing starters would have on a Conference USA team that Chris Fowl-
er and Kirk Herbstreit don’t spend four hours fawning about every Sat-
urday night? It’s as if people think that in place of the missing 
players, the coaches will be forced to suit up mannequins 
that don’t move. Florida Atlantic was the Conference USA 
Champion, playing the bowl game on its home field! Teams 
don’t win conference titles with bad back-ups on the roster! 
Okay, so they lost their head coach before that. But Lane Kiffin had been 
campaigning for a bigger-conference job ever since he’d gotten to Flori-
da Atlantic. It was no surprise, and Kiffin was/is not a real hands-on guy 
involved in every aspect of the game -- not even close! And FAU was 
playing SMU! It was SMU! Not LSU! Everybody saw the SMU defense 
getting worn down as the season progressed. SMU! Some third-rate 
Texas team (whose coach had lost his prior bowl game with them 52-
10!) traveling to take on Florida speed on a Florida racetrack! It was like 
sending an allowance horse from Lone Star Park to run in a stakes race 
at Gulfstream Park in March! And the allowance shipper was favored! 
What were these people thinking? FAU won by 24 points!

After the game, this is what Florida Atlantic QB Chris Robison said: 

“Adversity always comes during a season. Änd although this might have 
been a big one in the eyes of a lot of people, we really didn’t think it was 
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anything. That’s why we didn’t let it affect us.”Alrighty, then. Why do  
sportswriters, and much of the public, create the drama of obstacles 
when none really exists?

Then, there was the Baltimore Ravens hosting the Steelers as a home 
underdog on Sunday. I couldn’t believe that the Steelers were bet up to 
favoritism! Didn’t anybody watch them perform in losses vs. Buffalo and 
at the Jets? There was no way Pittsburgh was going to separate seri-
ously on the scoreboard against anybody! What else would anyone ex-
pect from quarterback Devlin Hodges, against a good opponent, on the 
road, other than lousy quarterbacking? (The media, of course, hyped 
him as “Duck” Hodges. Because that’s what they do. “Oh, a new guy at 
quarterback and the team has won some games when he started. Let’s 
refer to him by a cool nickname!” What a joke.) 

Baltimore has the AFC’s best record! You don’t get your 
conference’s best record by having bad depth! The 
non-starters about to start are all talented, experienced 
professionals, most of whom have already seen serious 
action already this season! I could understand if some 

crummy 6-9 team announced that it was resting starters against the 
Steelers. But Baltimore? So what if they didn’t need the game? The 
Baltimore Ravens do not show up to lose, especially not at home, 
and especially not when they won’t be playing again for two weeks, 
and especially not against their most-despised rival, the Pittsburgh 
Steelers. They’re not coached by Tony Dungy, or Bill O’Brien. This 
Baltimore team, a home dog in Week 17? Believe me, as somebody 
who thought that Oklahoma stood a chance against LSU, I needed 
to have Baltimore on the left side of a big white box in this paper on 
Sunday to help alleviate the Saturday embarrassment and to remind 
myself and everyone else that “information” that everyone knows is 
not worth knowing -- unless it’s used the opposite way that everyone 
thinks it should be. Happy New Year and we hope you had a Happy 
Black Monday in the NFL. That’s always a fun day to not feel sorry for 
seriously overpaid, glorified gym teachers who get fired, especially if 
they were foolish enough to call their own plays. – Bobby Smith, Editor

Two More College Football Bowl Games, plus
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COLLEGE CHAMPIONSHIP!
The chart at the left shows 
our NFL team straight-up 
win and pointspread predic-
tions from the 2019 Zone 
Blitz, published in August, 
alongside the actual results 
as of the end of the regular 
season. Blah. Unimpressive. 
At least we were right on a 
trio that would be lousy: 
Carolina, NY Giants, Wash-
ington. None of the three 
won more games than we 
thought they would and all 
three lost money vs. the 
spread. But the three teams 
we thought would be good 
against the spread – Atlanta, 
Indianapolis, Philadelphia 
– weren’t close. Although 
Indianapolis was doing just 
fine for a while, despite los-
ing QB Andrew Luck before 
the regular season began. 
I guess the season-long 
domino chain of injuries can 
be an excuse for Philadel-
phia. But Atlanta stunk from 
the get-go. Why they’re 
keeping that head coach 
Quinn is a mystery. He made 
himself defensive coordina-
tor this season and all they 
did was fall behind early. Ah, 
whatever. It’s their problem. 
At least they covered for us 
as a Best Bet in Week 17.

The reason why they cov-
ered was because Tampa 
Bay’s QB Jameis Winston 
threw a Pick Six in OT. This 
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guy Winston is hilarious. Tampa Bay management was hot to hire Bruce Arians 
as their new head coach because – and you can’t make this stuff up – Winston 
had attended Arians’ passing camps! (Would it not stand to reason that these 
camps were where Winston learned to throw all those interceptions? As they 
say online, LOL!) In the Zone Blitz, we tore apart the reasoning for this hire, 
with what turned out to be very accurate precision: 

“Jameis Winston is a proven key to losing... Bucs opponents have scored 362 
points off turnovers since he was drafted... Tampa Bay has won a mere 39.9% 
of his starts. Arians was able to write a book entitled “Quarterback Whisperer” 
because he happened to be either QB coach or offensive coordinator for In-
dianapolis during the rookie trials of Peyton Manning and Andrew Luck, and 
Pittsburgh’s OC during Ben Roethlisberger’s rise to prominence. People tend 
to leave out his mentorship of Tim Couch and Kelly Holcomb during three sea-
sons as OC of the Cleveland Browns. It’s pretty easy to coach the best players 
at their positions, a level Jameis Winston is unlikely to reach.”

Alrighty, then. Thirty interceptions later (30! Not a misprint! Dak Prescott 
threw 4 as a rookie!), the Bucs don’t even know if they want Winston around 
any longer. But they’re stuck with Arians!

Best analysis I have seen regarding the New York Giants, whom their delusional 
fans and beat writers who love Saquon Barkley and Daniel Jones think need only 
a different coach, one more first-round draft choice and one or two more free 
agents in order to contend for a championship: “The only hope the Giants have 
now is if the NFL retroactively bans clueless rich kids from inheriting franchises.” 
Yes! That’s it, exactly! And it won’t happen! This franchise is doomed! Doomed!

The worst thing that happened to our NFL analysis this season took place 
on September 29, Week 4. We had a Best Bet on the Baltimore Ravens -7 
home vs. Cleveland. It failed miserably. Baltimore lost 40-25. They haven’t 
lost since. They were 2-2 after that game, 14-2 as of this week’s bye. That 
galling Week 4 home loss by those SOBs, to those faker Browns, did a 
number on my head. I mean, we thought that the Ravers were a pretty good 
team. But I let a 15-point home loss as -7 chalk prevent me from picking 
them for three months afterwards! We didn’t pick against the Ravens – hey, 
I’ll give us credit for that, at least – but we did not highlight Baltimore as a 
play-on pick again until December 29, Week 17. Better late than never? No! 
It would have been nice to pick up a handful of easy Best Bet Baltimore 
wins along the way. It can be difficult to put aberrational, misleading results 
out of your head and forge on along the path. But, if you want to have the 
best possible season, then it must be done! -- Bobby Smith, Editor

Four NFL Divisonal Round Playoff Forecasts,

Team Proj 
Wins

SU 
W

Proj 
ATS W L T

Arizona 2 5 Poor 9 6 1
Atlanta 12 7 Good 8 8 0
Baltimore 9 14 Avg 11 4 1
Buffalo 6 10 Avg 9 6 1
Carolina 5 5 Poor 6 8 2
Chicago 10 8 Avg 4 12 0
Cincinnati 3 2 Avg 7 9 0
Cleveland 10 6 Avg 5 10 1
Dallas 9 8 Avg 9 7 0
Denver 6 7 Avg 9 7 0
Detroit 7 3 Avg 6 9 1
Green Bay 9 13 Avg 10 6 0
Houston 8 10 Avg 7 8 1
Indianapolis 12 7 Good 8 7 1
Jacksonville 7 6 Avg 7 9 0
Kansas City 11 12 Avg 10 6 0
LA Chargers 10 5 Avg 4 12 0
LA Rams 11 9 Avg 10 5 1
Miami 3 5 Poor 9 7 0
Minnesota 9 10 Avg 8 7 1
New England 11 12 Avg 9 7 0
New Orleans 11 13 Avg 11 5 0
NY Giants 6 4 Poor 6 10 0
NY Jets 8 7 Avg 7 9 0
Oakland 7 7 Avg 8 8 0
Philadelphia 12 9 Good 7 9 0
Pittsburgh 10 8 Avg 7 8 1
San Francisco 8 13 Avg 9 6 1
Seattle 8 11 Avg 7 8 1
Tampa Bay 6 8 Avg 6 8 2
Tennessee 6 9 Avg 9 7 0
Washington 4 3 Poor 6 10 0
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AFC, NFC Championships!
I stumbled upon the following proclamation and was startled at how 
inaccurate it is:

“In a mind-blowing example of how brilliant oddsmakers are at setting 
lines, favorites finished the bowl game season with a 20-19-1 record 
(51.3%). Unders went an identical 20-19-1 (51.3%). Talk about spot-on.”

In what manner was favorites and underdogs virtually splitting the bowl-
season covers an example – at any level, never-mind “mind-blowing” 
-- of how “brilliant” oddsmakers are? I’ll answer my own question. Not 
at all! They make their lines via a formula, the basis for which is power 
ratings that are determined by the margins of teams’ results. The sports-
books sometimes adjust lines based on anticipation of action, they pub-
lish the numbers, open the betting, then adjust again as necessary to 
balance action as best as they can as money comes in. Then, the games 
are played and the two teams will combine to play to a final margin vs. 
the spread. So what if 20 favorites and 19 dogs cover? If 38 favorites 
and 2 dogs covered, it wouldn’t indicate that the oddsmakers are ter-
rible. Categorizing results by favorites and underdogs has nothing to do 
with oddsmakers’ duties. Oddsmakers and results by category are mutu-
ally exclusive. The oddsmakers just do their job, and the teams play vs. 
their number. That’s it. That statement above is just about the squarest 
sentence ever written about sports betting. But hey, it came from a guy 
based in Las Vegas! Oh, that explains it! He wants to curry favor with his 
buddies in the industry, get comps, whatever. So he inflates their egos 
and perpetuates the myth that oddsmakers are “brilliant” and “mind-
blowing” people. I get it now! What happens in Vegas… is a lot of hot air. 

If the favorite covers the spread by three touchdowns, like LSU did 
against Oklahoma in the Peach Bowl, it doesn’t mean that the odds-
maker made a bad line. The line was fine. Perfectly fine, because it was 
made via the same formula and audience participation that produces 
every line. There is no such thing as a bad line. I know that the major-
ity of self-proclaimed wise-guys and sharps out there look at it from a 
different perspective and see lines as “good” or “bad.” But they’re all 
good. The teams just happened to combine to miss the number on that 
game by a lot. It’s not as if winning bettors win more money the greater 
the winning margin vs. the spread. Although – hey! – that’s not a bad 
idea! It just so happens that a guy I know has hinted to me that he’s 
come up with an idea for wagers -- and the payouts and losses – that 
are based not just on winning or losing, but by the margins of the wins 

and losses vs. the spread. I wonder how far he’ll get with the idea? It’s 
intriguing, and probably complicated. 

I peeked ahead. FOX is televising the Super Bowl. Joe Buck and Troy 
Aikman will be doing the play-by-play and analysis. Ugh. Aikman doesn’t 
let Buck start calling the play until it’s over. The ball is snapped, Aikman 
is saying, ‘blah, blah, blah, blah, blobbity, blah, blah,’ a guy gets tackled, 
and then Buck tells everyone what just happened, after we’ve all seen it. 
Drives me crazy. I’m sure that the FOX directors and producers think that 
these two guys are practicing their craft in an edgy, state-of-the-art form. 
I call it something else – horrible, with Buck not really at fault. Lately, 
I’ve been watching football with the sound off. That’s one reason why 
I haven’t been complaining too much about announcers. I can imagine 
that with all the teams in the playoffs running the ball so well, that Jim 
Nantz has locked himself in his bedroom watching tapes of old Colts/
Patriots games, wistfully weeping as he listens to himself cooing over 
passes thrown by Peyton Manning and Tom Brady, and thinking about 
“how they’ve treated us to so many wonderful, magical moments.” Ac-
cording to the New York Post television sports critic Phil Mushnick, who 
can’t stand listening to the audio of sports telecasts as much as I can’t, 
Nantz treated the entire Titans/Patriots game as if it was a special broad-
cast of This Is Your Life, Tom Brady. Glad I wasn’t listening!

Wondering how the 2019 NFL “Yardage Leaders” in the passing game 
are doing right about now?

Rk	 Quarterback	 Pass	Yards	 Playoffs?
1 Jameis Winston 5,109 No!
2 Dak Prescott 4,902 No!
3 Jared Goff 4,638 No!
4 Philip Rivers 4,615 No!
5 Matt Ryan 4,466 No!

Rk	 Receivers	 Recv.	Yards					Playoffs?
1 Michael Thomas 1,725 0-1
2 Julio Jones 1,394 No!
3 Chris Godwin 1,333 No!
4 Travis Kelce 1,229 1-0
5 Davante Parker 1,202 No!

Yeah, so was I. -- Bobby Smith, Editor
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I knew the Chiefs would win and cover against the Titans just prior to 
kickoff of the AFC Championship Game, when Tony Romo said, “Jiiiiiiim, 
I really, really, think this is going to be a close game!’ I really, really knew 
the Chiefs would win and cover when they trailed 0-10 in the first quar-
ter and I imagined some of our readers – the small minority of them, of 
course -- thinking, ‘Ha, those a-holes already got this one wrong!’

Here’s the annual Super Bowl warning: It’s one game, and shouldn’t be 
treated as if it’s worth ten games. We enjoy publishing our forecast fast 
and first, to avoid the possibility of being influenced by all the opinions 
and over-analysis. Personally, after this issue is released, I tune out all 
Super Bowl coverage for 13 days until 6:30 pm, ET on Feb. 2. I won’t 
watch the halftime show either, unless it’s dogs chasing Frisbees, which 
it probably isn’t. What they should really do at halftime is show the Or-
ange Bowl blimp scenes from the 1977 movie “Black Sunday” on the 
stadium’s big screen, and scare the crap out of the people in the stands. 

They’re already writing stories about how and why the new NFL head 
coaches will surely be improving the teams that hired them. I enjoyed 
reading an article about the Dallas Cowboys and Mike McCarthy, the 
ex-Packers’ head coach who the Jones Family hired after great hubbub 
over Jason Garrett’s status. As often happens in these times, McCarthy 
had just made news by doing nothing – in this case retaining Cowboys’ 
offensive coordinator Kellen Moore and re-iterating that he, McCarthy, 
would not be the play-caller like he was in Green Bay. Moore will retain 
those duties for the Cowboys. Moore is 31 years old, which puts him on 
the list of “great, young offensive minds” in the NFL. It used to be that 
only Norv Turner had a “great offensive mind,” remember? Although I 
think in Turner’s case it was “incredible” offensive mind. But I digress. 
The 2019 season was Moore’s first as Dallas’ offensive coordinator. 
After five seasons of mostly not playing for Detroit and Dallas, Moore 

was was the Cowboys’ 
quarterbacks coach in 
2018, his first season 
as a coach at any level. 
He was promoted to 
offensive coordinator 
in 2019 after only one 
season of NFL coach-
ing experience. This 
table summarizes how 

Dallas did the last eight years, with their running play percentage listed 
for each season. Note that most of the Cowboys’ best seasons since 
2012 all came when the offense’s running play percentage was the high-
est, in the high 40s percentage-wise. Naturally, because the Jones Fam-
ily isn’t all that much smarter about putting a football team together 
than, say, the Mara/Tisch heirs and Johnson Family in New Jersey or 
the Haslam Family in Cleveland, they changed offensive coordinators 
each time they were about to get it right. It’s not written in stone, but 
NFL teams with the most balanced Run-Pass offensive play percent-
ages usually do the best. Many people aren’t aware of it, but teams that 
throw the ball the most aren’t really pass-happy. Most of them are truly 
pass-sad. The top nine NFL teams in pass-play ratio for 2019 did not 
make the playoffs. Eleven of the 12 pass-heaviest teams didn’t make the 
playoffs. The Chiefs were the only one! This is supposed to be a “pass-
ing league,” right? That’s what the media tells everyone. But those who 
throw it the most usually suffer the most, and so do their fans. 

Naturally, the article about McCarthy and OC Moore referenced “big pass-
ing yards!” statistics for Dallas QB Dak Prescott this season: “Prescott 
had a career high in passing yards (4,902) and touchdown passes (30) in 
2019. The Cowboys also had a 1,000-yard rusher in Ezekiel Elliott and two 
1,000-yard receivers in Amari Cooper and Michael Gallup.” Upon retaining 
Moore, McCarthy said, “I wanted to make sure we were able to capital-
ize on what has been established here.” He wants to continue what they 
established with this Moore guy as OC? Seems to me that what Dallas es-
tablished with Moore as OC was not making the playoffs! What good are 
stats? Stats don’t make the playoffs! Do you know what a player needs 
to average per game to gain 1,000 yards, providing that he plays in all 
sixteen? He need average only 63 yards per game! “Thousand-yard sea-
sons!” for running backs and receivers are the biggest exaggerations in 
America. And Prescott “threw” for 463, 397, 355 and 334 yards in games 
that Dallas lost. The Cowboys have one of the best run-blocking offensive 
lines and one of the best running backs, Ezekiel Elliott, whose contract 
they re-negotiated prior to the 2019 season. But they ran the ball less fre-
quently in 2019 than they had since 2015 (when they were 4-12), and did 
not make the playoffs. While he coached Green Bay, McCarthy’s greatest 
asset was having Aaron Rodgers in his prime as the starting quarterbck, 
after he’d inherited a still-productive Brett Favre. He’ll never have that 
in Dallas. Good luck “capitalizing on what has been established.” You’ll 
need it! (Thanks and be well, football-only friends. See ya’ in September if 
you’re not hangin’ around for hoops!) -- Bobby Smith, Editor

Season Off
Coord.

Run
Pct.

SU
W

SU
L W L T Play

offs?
2019 Moore 42.0% 8 8 9 7 0 No
2018 Linehan 43.2% 11 7 9 8 1 Yes
2017 Linehan 47.8% 9 7 8 7 1 No
2016 Linehan 48.7% 13 4 10 7 0 Yes
2015 Linehan 42.1% 4 12 4 11 1 No
2014 Callahan 49.6% 13 5 11 7 0 Yes
2013 Callahan 35.1% 8 8 9 7 0 No
2012 Callahan 33.8% 8 8 6 10 0 No

San Francisco vs. Kansas City 

SUPER BOWL 54!




